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INFLUENCE OF SMALL MOLECULES ON PRODUCTION OF EMBRYONIC 
STEM CELLLS AND INDUCED PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS  

 
ABSTRACT 

Knowledge about stem cells has taken huge leaps in the last decades. Despite the fact that somatic 

stem cells are better understood and have been successfully applied as therapeutics, embryonic 

stem cells (ESCs) and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) hold bigger promise for future 

application. This is because they are pluripotent, meaning that they can differentiate into all cells 

of the human body. IPSC technology allows the reprogramming of somatic cells into an ESC-like 

state, using exogenous transcription factors; This makes IPSCs even more interesting than ESCs, 

since they have almost the same properties and potential, but pose less ethical objections. In 

addition, they are patient-specific and are widely available. There are many ways in which they 

could be applied, patient-specific regenerative therapy being probably the most spectacular one. 

However, before their huge potential is realized, many challenges must be overcome. And even 

though  ESCs and iPSCs have come a long way since their discovery,  there is still room for 

improvement. The pluripotent stem cell biology still is not completely understood. Their use 

poses many potential risks and there are few clinical trials to evaluate these risks. Protocols that 

derive safer iPSCs achieve efficiencies that are to low to be applied in a clinical setting.  

This dissertation elaborates on the difficulties that are encountered in the pluripotent stem cell-

based medicine and what role small molecules play in overcoming these difficulties: Small 

molecules provide means to avoid the safety-efficiency trade-off that iPSC-researchers are 

confronted with. It will also be discussed how they can contribute in other ways to the generation 

of pluripotent stem cell-based medicinal products.  

Small molecules can replace each translation factor separately, but is has not yet been achieved to 

replace them all simultaneously. The efficiencies of several reprogramming protocols can be 

raised using small molecules. Their ability to prime pluripotent stem cells for differentiation and 

to direct stem cell fate has also been demonstrated. They also play a key role in studies that 

elucidate the signaling pathways involved in pluripotency and self-renewal and it can be expected 

that more functions will be discovered in the future. 
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ABSTRACT (DUTCH) 

De kennis over stamcellen heeft enorme sprongen gemaakt in de laatste decennia. Somatische 

stamcellen zijn al langer gekend en al therapeutisch toegepast, maar in de toekomst wordt er ook 

veel verwacht van embryonale stamcellen (ESC) en geïnduceerde pluripotente stamcellen 

(iPSCs). Deze verwachtingen zijn er omdat deze pluripotente cellen kunnen differentiëren tot alle 

cellen van het menselijk lichaam. IPSC technologie kan gedifferentieerde cellen 

herprogrammeren met behulp van exogene transcriptiefactoren. Dit maakt iPSCs nog 

interessanter dan ESCs, want ze hebben bijna dezelfde eigenschappen en mogelijkheden, maar ze 

zijn patiënt-specifiek, makkelijk te verkrijgen en er zijn minder ethische bezwaren tegen hun 

gebruik. Er zijn veel manieren waarop ze kunnen worden toegepast, patiënt-specifieke 

regeneratieve therapie is waarschijnlijk de meest spectaculaire. Maar alvorens hun enorme 

potentieel gerealiseerd kan worden, moeten verschillende uitdagingen overwonnen worden. ESCs 

en iPSCs hebben een al lange weg afgelegd sinds hun ontdekking, maar er is nog ruimte voor 

verbetering. Het is nog steeds niet volledig begrepen hoe pluripotente stamcellen gereguleerd 

worden.  

Er zijn veel potentiële risico’s die gepaard gaan met het gebruik van pluripotente stamcellen en er 

zijn tot op heden nog maar weinig klinische studies die deze risico’s kunnen evalueren. 

Er zijn veiligere methodes ontwikkeld om iPSCs te bekomen, maar deze methodes zijn te 

inefficiënt om in een klinische context gebruikt te worden. 

In deze scriptie wordt uitgeweid over de problemen die ondervonden worden bij het onderzoek 

naar pluripotente stamcellen en de rol die kleine moleculen spelen bij het oplossen van deze 

problemen. Door kleine moleculen te gebruiken, moeten onderzoekers niet langer kiezen tussen 

veiligheid en efficiëntie bij het produceren van iPSCs. 

Door kleine moleculen te gebruiken kunnen alle transcriptiefactor afzonderlijk vervangen 

worden. Het is helaas nog niet gelukt om ze allemaal samen te vervangen. Daarnaast is ook al 

bewezen dat door kleine moleculen te gebruiken, de efficiëntie van verschillende methodes om 

iPSCs te bekomen, verhoogd kan worden. Verder is ook aangetoond dat kleine moleculen iPSCs 

en ESCs kunnen primen voor differentiatie  en deze differentiatie gecontroleerd kunnen laten 

verlopen in de richting van een specifiek celtype. Ze spelen ook een belangrijke rol in onderzoek 

naar de signaaloverdrachtmechanismen binnen pluripotente stamcellen. Het is te verwachten dat 

ze ook in de toekomst een belangrijke rol zullen blijven spelen in het onderzoek naar pluripotente 

stamcellen. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pluripotent stem cells are undifferentiated cells that theoretically can proliferate indefinitely and 

under appropriate conditions have the potential to differentiate into any cell of the human 

body(1). Because of this interesting property, they have countless possible applications in 

regenerative medicine and medical research. For example inclusion in disease modeling, drug 

discovery, cell transplantation and regenerative therapies. In order to put this therapeutic potential 

to use, the obtained cells must first be manipulated. When embryonic stem cells (ESC) are 

injected into a host, tumor formation occurs. Therefore the ESCs must be differentiated into the 

specific lineage of the wanted tissue before they can be used for regenerative purposes. This is 

only possible when the development and cell fate of stem cells can be thoroughly controlled(2). 

In order the accomplish this, the specific signaling pathways that steer a stem cell into the 

direction of a specific lineage, must be known. Small molecules can contribute to this goal: 

Several small molecules have been identified that can be used as tools to expand stem cells, 

control their differentiation or reprogram somatic cell to a more undifferentiated state(3). 

ESCs are not the only type of stem cells available: Below follows a short description of several 

stem cell types that are of special interest to this dissertation. 

 

Somatic stem cells 

Somatic stem cells or adult stem cells (SSC) are multipotent, this means that they can 

differentiate into several lineages of cells but only within the same germ layer (there are three 

germ layers: Endoderm, mesoderm, ectoderm). They are found in differentiated tissues 

throughout the body. As they replace lost cells, they fulfill their natural tasks of maintenance and 

regeneration, but their ability to do so is limited. The SSC can be subdivided into different 

groups, based on morphology, cell surface markers, origin and pluripotency. For example neural 

stem cells and hematopoietic stem cells. Theoretically SSC can be derived from many tissues, but 

in clinical practice they are most often derived from bone marrow and cord blood. The first 

clinical trials with SSC to repair non-hematopoietic tissue used mesenchymal stem cells (MSC). 

MSC are isolated from bone marrow, adipose tissue, placenta and amniotic fluid . MSC are used 

because they are multipotent, relatively easy to obtain and capable of extensive in vitro 

expansion(4).  
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Fetal stem cells  

Fetal stem cells are a relatively new discovery. They can be derived from the fetus itself or extra 

embryonic structures of fetal origin. In contrast with iPSCs and ESCs, fetel stem cells do not form 

teratomas when injected into a host. Based on the tissue from which they are derived, several 

subtypes can be discerned. For example amnion fluid, placenta and amniotic membrane. Based on 

the developmental and functional properties, fetal cells are in-between embryonic stem cells and 

somatic stem cells(4). 

 

Embryonic stem cells 

Embryonic stem cells (ECS) are pluripotent stem cells, meaning that they can differentiate into 

cells of all three germ layers(4). Teratoma formation is the most frequent assay for confirming 

pluripotency, although theoretically this alone is not sufficient to prove pluripotency(5). They 

must also have the ability to grow indefinitely, have an ESC-like morphology and express ESC 

markers. Next to teratoma formation in vivo, embryonic body formation in vitro is required. Both 

must contain all three germ layers. In mice pluripotent stem cells have the ability to form 

chimeras when injected into early blastocysts, this is a more stringent pluripotency test than 

teratoma formation, and cannot be performed in humans because of obvious ethical objections(4). 

ESCs are derived from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst, a pre-implantation stage of the early 

embryonic development. Although originating from inner cell mass cells, well-defined 

characteristics differ between ESC and inner cell mass cells: ESC can proliferate indefinitely and 

their genome is highly methylated (decreases gene expression). Inner cell mass cells on the 

contrary are not self-renewing and the genome is hypomethylated( no decreased gene 

expression)(6).  

 

Epiblast stem cells 

Epiblast stem cells are pluripotent stem cells, but they have less developmental potential than 

ESCs. They are derived from the epiblast cells of a post implantation embryo. The epiblast cells 

must be obtained between day 5.5 and 7.5 of the embryonic development of murine embryos. The 

cells then must be brought into growth conditions along with FGF2 (fibroblast growth factor) and 

activin(6). Murine epiblast stem cells are very similar to human embryonic stem cells. It has been 

suggested that human embryonic stem cells are the equivalent of murine embryonic stem cells 

and that there is not a human equivalent to the murine embryonic stem cells(7). 
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Induced pluripotent stem cells 

Takahashi and Yamanaka (2006) succeeded in reprogramming of a somatic cell by forced 

expression of a set of transcription factors(Oct4, Sox2, c-Myc, Klf4), resulting in an induced 

pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)(8). Later is was shown by other researchers that Nanog and Lin28 

were also suited reprogramming factors. An iPSC is an ESC-like pluripotent cell derived from a 

non-pluripotent somatic cell. Currently several strategies to generate iPSCs are known.(4, 6). 

ESCs and iPSCs have different origins, but many mutual characteristics. For example similar 

gene expression profiles, epigenetic modifications, developmental potential and growth 

characteristics. In addition, iPSCs will equally form teratomas when injected into a host.. Subtle 

differences in gene expression have been reported and chimera generation is more difficult for 

iPSCs than for ESCs.  Pathways involved in the reprogramming of iPSCs, are also involved in the 

establishment and maintenance of embryonic and induced pluripotent stem cells(6). 

 

Importance of ESC and iPSC 

IPSCs are a great improvement compared to SSCs. SSCs have some major limitations:: They are 

multipotent, can only proliferate a limited number of generations and their response to 

proliferation signals declines every generation. In addition, some somatic cell lines are hard to 

expand in vitro without spontaneous differentiation (e.g. hematopoietic stem cells). Others are 

hard to isolate (e.g. neural stem cells). Histocompatibility is another factor that has to be taken 

into account when SSCs are used in allogeneic stem cell therapies.  

ESCs on the other hand, are pluripotent, can be kept indefinitely in an undifferentiated state and 

do not lose their differentiation capacity. However, they also risk rejection when used in 

allogeneic transplantation(3).  

IPSC are patient specific, therefore it is expected that few problems will be encountered with 

regards to immune rejection. Somatic cells are easy to come by(9). 

 

The role of small molecules  

Both ESC and iPSC form teratomas when injected into a host. Therefore they must be 

differentiated into the target cell lineage before they are ready for clinical application(9).  

Small molecules can be used to control the cell fate. They do this by targeting signaling pathways 

of transduction factors (e.g. tyrosine kinase receptors). The current protocols to derive iPSCs are 

either to unsafe or to inefficient to be used in a clinical setting. 
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Small molecules can contribute to raising both the efficiency and the safety of iPSC technology. 

Therefore they are possible some of the key contributors in clinical application of ESC and IPSC 

in regenerative therapies, but also in the advancement of knowledge about stem cell biology and 

drug discovery (10).  

This dissertation briefly touches the properties of the different phenotypes of stem cells and 

discusses the characteristics of ESCs and iPSCs more thoroughly. Difficulties and challenges that 

are encountered when using these pluripotent stem are summarized separately. In order to 

overcome these challenges, a lot of researchers are turning to small molecules. There are different 

strategies to screen for new small molecules or to discover their working mechanisms. Small 

molecules as research tools and their potential to contribute to pluripotent stem cell technology 

will be discussed last. 
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METHOD 

In order to gain some general knowledge about the subjects of this dissertation, a search for 

literature was conducted using pubmed. The following keywords were used: Stem cells, 

embryonic stem cells, induced pluripotent stem cells, small molecules and a combination of these. 

The limits for this search were: review as publication type, published in the last 5 years, and links 

to full text available. Based on the publication date and abstract the most interesting publications 

were selected.  

The knowledge gained about these subjects, allowed a more specific search. Literature about the 

different types of stem cells was found using the following keywords: Somatic stem cells, fetal 

stem cells, embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells. No limits were used. The 

publications were selected based on their title, publication date, abstract and text availability.  

Relevant literature about ESCs was found by using combinations of the following keywords: 

embryonic stem cells, generation, derivation protocols, maintenance, history, signaling pathways. 

No limits were used. Publications were selected based on their title, publication date, abstract and 

text availability. 

Publications about iPSCs were found by using combinations of the following keywords: Induced 

pluripotent stem cells, generation, derivation, history, epigenetics, reprogramming. Publications 

were selected based on their title, publication date, abstract and text availability.  

Publications about the difficulties of pluripotent stem cell therapy were found using the keywords 

“ESC” and “iPSC” in combination with the following keywords: Ethics, carcinogenesis, risks, 

immune response and efficiency. The publications were selected based on their title, publication 

date, abstract and text availability.  

Publications about small molecules were found using combinations of the following keywords: 

Small molecules, embryonic stem cells, induced pluripotent stem cells, maintenance, 

differentiation, efficiency, Oct4, c-Myc, Sox2 and Klf4. Publications were selected based on their 

title, publication date, abstract and text availability. 

The publications found this way, were used to find additional publications: A manual search for 

references was conducted in the selected articles(snowballing).  
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RESULTS 

1 Stem cells 

1.1 Embryonic stem cells 

These cells will be discussed later on in this dissertation. 

   

1.2 Induced pluripotent stem cells  

These cells will be discussed later on in this dissertation. 

 

1.3 Adult stem cells  

The most publicly known stem cells are mesenchymal stem cells. There are three criteria to 

define cells as mesenchymal stem cells (MSC): Adherence to plastic, multipotent differentiation 

potential (osteoblasts, chondroblasts and adipocytes) and specific antigen expression. At least 

95% of the cultured cells must express CD73, CD 90 and CD105. In addition no more than 2% 

may express CD14 or CD11b, CD34,CD45, CD 79α or CD19 and HLA-DR(11). 

 

1.4 Fetal stem cells 

Fetal stem cells are a heterogeneous group of stem cells derived from the fetus or the supportive 

tissue of the fetus. Depending on the tissue from which the cells have been obtained, they exhibit 

distinct features. The subtypes of fetal stem cells are: Umbilical cord blood stem cells, amniotic 

fluid stem cells, Wharton’s jelly stem cells, amniotic membrane stem cells and placenta stem 

cells(12).  

 

1.4.1 Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) derived from Umbilical cord blood 

It is generally accepted that umbilical cord blood contains hematopoietic stem cells and that these 

cells are a clinically useful transplantable hematopoietic stem cells(13).  Umbilical cord blood is 

also a source for msc’s. The morphology of the MSCs derived from umbilical cord blood is 

similar to the morphology of MSCs derived from bone marrow. Immunophenotypic 

characterization by flow cytometry shows that these cells are not of hematopoietic origin. In 

addition, these cells are negative for various lineage markers and positive for human msc 

markers. Also differentiation into multiple tissues of the mesoderm has been successful 

(adipogenic, chondrogenic and osteogenic differentiation). However, the term “mesenchymal 

stem cells”, might not do this cell population justice. This because of the successful 
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differentiation of umbilical blood derived cell to neuroglial-like cells (ectoderm) and hepatocyte-

like cells (endoderm)(14). This indicates that the umbilical cord derived MSCs might be closer to 

embryonic stem cells than to tissue specific stem cells in the developmental continuum. Next to 

the just mentioned promising features of the umbilical cord blood derived MSCs, there are some 

more advantages for these MSCs: The non-invasive collection process is painless and doesn’t 

cause harm to the mother nor to the infant, and the umbilical cord is normally discarded. Still 

there are some difficulties to be mentioned in isolating MSCs from umbilical cord blood: The 

reported success rates of isolation range from 10% to 35 %(15-18). This mainly because of the 

low amount of MSCs in umbilical cord blood and also because of hemolysis and clot formation. 

Chances of successful isolation are highest, with a blood volume of at least 80ml, which is not 

stored longer than 6 hours and coming from a normal full term pregnancy that lasted maximum 

37 weeks. When these requirements are met, the success rate rises to 63%(15) 

 

1.4.2 Amniotic fluid derived stem cells 

In a recent publication, it was reported that researcher were able to isolate stem cells from 

amniotic fluid(19). The fluid is very rich in stem cells: As much as 1% of the cells found in the 

amniotic fluid possesses pluripotency markers. These cells seem both phenotypically and 

genetically stable. In vitro proliferation showed they have extensive capacity for self-renewal, 

showing far more cycles than the hayflick limit, this limit is approximately 50 cycles and is 

generally considered the maximum amount of cell divisions that a normal somatic cell can 

make(20). In contrast to ESC’s, these amniotic fluid derived stem cells did not induce 

tumorigenesis, which is a huge advantage for potential therapeutic use. The researchers were able 

to differentiate the stem cells into cells from several tissues from the 3 germ layers: Adipogenic, 

osteogenic, myogenic (mesodermal), neurogenic (ectodermal), hepatic and endothelial 

(endodermal) differentiation was achieved. This proves that the amniotic fluid derived stem cells 

are at least multipotent. Because this has not been tried for all the cell types, it is not certain these 

cells are also pluripotent(19). Amniotic fluid derived stem cells are easy to obtain through 

amnioscentesis and in contrast to ESC’s, pose little ethical objections. Compared to bone marrow 

derived mesenchymal stem cells, they have a high proliferation rate in vitro: An average double 

time of 1.6 days, compared to 3.75 days for bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells( both 

in appropriate conditions)(21). 
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1.4.3 Wharton’s jelly stem cells (WJSCs)  

Stem cells derived from the outer region of the umbilical cord, known as WJSCs, can be retrieved 

from 3 zones in the umbilical cord: Perivascular, intervascular and in the subamnion region(22). 

WJSCs have subpopulations: Umbilical cord matrix stem cells (23), umbilical cord perivascular 

cells (24), or umbilical cord stromal cells(25). The phenotypic profile of Wharton’s jelly stem 

cells is a non-hematopoietic cell population that is similar to bone marrow-derived multipotent 

mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs). Despite the similar phenotypic profile there are some 

important differences between wjMSCs and bMSCs. WJSCs have a higher proliferative potential 

than BMSCs. This translates to  more cumulative populations doublings and a shorter population 

doubling time. Furthermore, in vitro BMSCs show a contact inhibition after 20 days of cultering, 

while the WJSCs continue to grow by multilayering(26). Another advantage is that Wharton’s 

jelly contains a larger amount of stem cells compared to bone marrow or umbilical blood. 

According to several recent publications(27-30), WJSCs have multilineage differentiation 

potential: Differentiation into neural tissue (ectodermal), myogenic tissue, cardiac tissue, 

osteogenic tissue, adipogenic tissue(mesodermal) and endothelial(endodermal) tissue, has been 

reported(31). 

  

1.4.4 Amniotic membrane stem cells 

The amnion is the interior of two membranes enveloping the fetus, the other is the chorion 

membrane. The amniotic membrane contains 2 different multipotent cell types from different 

embryologic origin: Human amnion epithelial cells (hAECs) from ectodermal lineage, and human 

amnion mesenchymal stem cells (hAMSCs)from mesodermal lineage. 

HAECs form a continuous monolayer and are in direct contact with the amniotic fluid. Surface 

markers that are usually found on stem cells are expressed by hAECs(32). In addition, hAECs 

express molecular markers of pluripotency Oct-4 and Nanog(33). Furthermore they are 

clonogenic and were successfully differentiated into endo-, exo- and mesodermal lineage cells. 

When introduced in vivo, tumorigenesis did not occur(32). When cultured as an adherent 

monolayer, small clusters of cells or spheroids were observed. These spheroids looked similar to 

embryoid bodies described in ES cultures. Mainly the spheroid forming cells expressed Oct-4 and 

Nanog and had stem cell-specific surface antigens. The cells around these embryoid body-like 

structures appeared to be more differentiated. This suggests that these embryoid body-like 

structures might be better suited to maintain the stem cell nature of hAECs in culture due to cell-

to-cell interactions(33). All these findings indicate that hAECs better resemble ES than adult stem 
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cells. This makes hAECs a very interesting study object: They resemble ES closely, but do not 

induce teratomas when introduced in vivo. Understanding why tumorigenesis doesn’t occur might 

prove useful in appliance of EScs and iPSCs in vivo. Another interesting feature of the hAECs, is 

that they do not, or at very low levels, express HLA class Ia and II. This means that they have a 

reduced risk of rejection when used for allotransplantation(32). 

hAMSCs are present in limited amounts in the stroma underneath the amnion epithelium. This 

might be an alternative source for MSCs instead of bone marrow.  Amniotic membrane derived 

cells are obtained by enzymatic digestion of the amnion after it is manually separated from the 

chorion and subsequently washed to remove blood and mucus(34). Because its is very difficult to 

isolate hAMSCs without contamination of hAECs (33), Reports of hAMSCs being differentiated 

into cells populations of ectodermal or endodermal lineage must be viewed skeptically. This is 

because of the possibility of hAEC contamination. 

 

1.4.5 Placenta stem cells 

Because the earlier mentioned tissues are all part of the placenta, there might be some confusion 

about the origin of placenta stem cells; Here the term “placenta stem cell” refers to mesenchymal 

stem cells derived from the decidua of the placenta. Just like the before mentioned fetal tissues, 

the decidua is an additional source of MSCs with various advantages: Easy isolation, no need for 

invasive procedures, low chance of viral infection and the absence of ethical concerns(35, 36) 

Human placenta is consist of a fetal and a maternal segment. The amnion and the chorion are fetal 

tissue, the decidua basalis and parietalis are maternal tissue(37). Decidua-derived mesenchymal 

stem cells (DMSCs) have higher expansion and engraftment potential than BM-MSCs (38, 

39).DMSCs show a low immunogenicity and appear to have immunomodulatory features(40, 41). 

And just like the other fetal tissue-derived stem cells, DMSCs do not induce teratoma formation 

when applied in vivo(38). 

   

2 Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) 

2.1 History of embryonic stem cells 

The first successful derivation of ESCs, happened in 1981. The ESCs were obtained directly from 

pre-implantation murine blastocysts(42). The culture regime that was used in order to retain 

pluripotency included a feeder layer of mitotically inactivated murine fibroblasts and fetal calf 

serum. This regime was selected to promote proliferation and retain an undifferentiated 

phenotype. For a long time ESC derivation was inconsistent and few things were known about the 
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factors that determined whether the derivation would turn out successful or not. Later on, it was 

discovered that only the use of embryos from a certain genetic background could result in a 

successful derivation of ESCs. The 129 strain of mouse was found to be permissive for ESC 

derivation(43). 

In 1988 it was reported that the self-renewal function of feeder cells in ESC cultures can be 

replaced by supplementing the culture medium with the small molecule leukemia inhibitory 

factor (LIF). However this only worked for the 129 strain embryos(44). The physiological role 

that LIF plays in the murine embryo, seems to protect the viability of the inner cell mass during 

the diapause(45). Embryonic diapause is a temporary arrest of embryo development and is 

characterized by delayed implantation in the uterus. Diapause occurs in blastocysts of less than 

2% of mammalian species, including the mouse(46). It is not known if diapause happens during 

human pregnancy(47). 

In 2003 it was reported that the serum could be replaced by adding bone morphogenic protein 

(BMP) or related growth factors to the culture medium(48). However, even with the addition of 

these 2 small molecules under defined conditions, efficient propagation of ESCs from non-129 

strain mice was not achieved. The strain specificity that had impeded ESC derivation was 

eliminated in 2008 by a new protocol: Small molecules were used to inhibit specific kinases. This 

ESC culture protocol that was responsible for this breakthrouhg is called 2i (two inhibitors). It 

inhibits both the Erk signaling pathway and the glycogen synthase kinase3 (Gsk3) pathway(49). 

Erk has been associated with differentiation of ESCs(50). Erk inhibition in the developing 

embryo stops the differentiation-related activities that are associated with the normal 

development of the embryo. In addition ESC expansion is inefficient unless GSK3 is inhibited or 

the Stat3 pathway is stimulated. The mechanisms of this phenomenon are still poorly 

understood(43). With the 2i protocol, ESCs can be derived from all know mouse strains(49, 51-

53). It was in 1998 hESC were derived for the first time from human blastocyst(1). There is some 

discussion about whether humans ESC represent the same stem cell population type as the murine 

ESC. Due to ethical objections it is impossible to make chimeras from human ESCs. This makes 

it difficult to give a definitive answer to the question whether human and murine ESC represent 

the same population type. Nevertheless it  is certain that human and murine ESC differ in many 

ways. Murine ESCs form tight round groups of cells, human ESCs form flatter, looser groups of 

cells. Human ESCs also grow slower and its harder to passage them than murine ESCs. Both 

express many common pluripotency markers, for example Oct4,Nanog and alkaline phosphatase. 

They express also a lot of dissimilar marker patterns, for example stage specific embryonic 
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antigens: The human expression pattern is almost opposite of the murine expression pattern(1). In 

addition human ESCs require different conditions to be cultured than murine ESCs, this will be 

further discussed in the section about protocols to derive embryonic stem cells. Thus it is not 

clear whether all knowledge gained about murine ESCs is transferrable to human ESCs. 

 

2.2 Protocols to derive embryonic stem cells  

If human ESCs are to be used in a clinical setting, they must meet the requirements of the 

regulatory authorities. The main concern of the regulatory authorities is of course patient safety, 

therefore it goes without saying that xeno-derived infections and immunoreactions caused by the 

use of animal products must be avoided. The clinical use of ESCs requires an abundant number of 

undifferentiated cells, that can be differentiated in the desired tissue prior to application. Because 

of the large number of cells required, it is necessary to make the derived ESCs eligible for 

culturing that allows large scale cell manufacturing. Also must be noted that feeder cells, even 

when from human origin, are best avoided because of their influence on the effects of drugs, 

small molecules and genetic modifications. This influence can be a confounding factor in 

research involving toxicity testing and drug screening. In research, the use of hESCs from feeder-

free system makes the results more explicit by eliminating the confounding effects caused by the 

feeder cells. Thus clinical- grade human ESCs must meet the following requirements: They must 

be propagated in conditions that support large scale long-term undifferentiated growth of hESCs 

in xeno-free, serum-free, and feeder-free conditions(54). 

As stated above, most of the knowledge about culturing ESCs is about murine ESCs. A notable 

difference between murine and human ESC is that LIF can’t sustain cell self-renewal of human 

ESCs like it does with murine ESCs. Human ESCs were first successfully cultured on a feeder 

layer of cells with the supplementation of basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF)(1). Although this 

was of course a cornerstone in the research of embryonic stem cells, a lot of challenges still 

remained after this huge leap forward. The next challenge was developing defined conditions for 

human ESC cell culture, that meat the above mentioned requirements. Different approaches were 

used tot circumvent the many challenges. One approach has been replacing non-human products 

like animal serum and feeder cells with defined components of human origin(55). Later on, the 

first feeder free culturing of human ESC was performed: On laminin or matrigel in a, by 

incubation with murine embryonic fibroblasts, conditioned medium(56). The use of murine cells 

poses of course a problem for clinical application.  
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Recently (2011) the propagation of human ESCs has been accomplished under feeder-free and 

xeno-free conditions(57). The protocol used in this publication, allows xeno-free and feeder free 

propagation of human ESCs, but it still uses feeder cells for the derivation of cells: After 

dissection of the inner cell mass of the blastocyst, the inner cell mass is plated on feeder cells 

supplemented with human recombinant fibroblast growth factor. The feeder cells that are used for 

this protocol are mitotically inactivated human foreskin fibroblasts. In order to let the cells adapt 

to feeder-free conditions, the cells are cultured for 3 passages in xeno-free serum on mitotically 

inactivated human foreskin fibroblast. Then they are transferred to a decellularized human 

foreskin fibroblast extracellular matrix in combination with a xeno-free serum. Finally they are 

continuously propagated in these conditions(55). 

 

3 Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)  

3.1 History of pluripotency research 

The first successful derivation of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)(8), was heralded as 

milestone in the history of modern medicine. Signifying a huge leap forward, it hardly came out 

of the blue: It was a result of the knowledge and technologies gathered in the last fifty years. 

Essential accomplishments that contributed to the development of IPSCs are without a doubt: The 

first somatic cell nuclear transfer in 1952 (58), the first cloning of a mammal from a somatic cell 

in 1997 (59), the derivation and propagation of several pluripotent cell lines and the discovery of 

transcription factors as key elements in the control of cell fate(60). The knowledge gained by all 

these discoveries was obligatory to make the generation of iPSCs possible.  

The somatic cell nuclear transfer technology, which was developed by Briggs and Kings, consists 

of transplanting nuclei of late stage frog embryos into enucleated frog oocytes. This results in 

normal embryos originating from the transplanted cell. (58).This was the first proof that the 

changes happening to the genome during development are not irreversible and genetic but 

epigenetic and reversible.  

The successful cloning of an entirely differentiated mammal(59) was the ultimate proof that the 

genome of a fully differentiated cell remains genetically totipotent and did not undergo 

irreversible modification of genetic material. Thus it can give rise to an entire organism. 

The first pluripotent cell lines were derived in 1954 from teratocarcinomas. The cells were called 

embryonic carcinoma cells(ECC)(61, 62). These reports state that the ECC are immortal and 

maintain pluripotency in vivo. In 1977 it was discovered that teratocarcinomas can be induced in 

mice by the introducing of embryos up to the 8th day of development in extra uterine 
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sites(63).This discovery inspired attempts to derive pluripotent cells from embryos around the 

implantation stage. This was successful in 1981: Embryonic stem cells were derived from the 

inner cell mass of murine blastocysts(42). This feat was first successfully performed with human 

embryos in 1998(1). Next to ESCs there several other pluripotent stem cells derived from murine 

tissue. All from ether embryonic tissue or germline tissue. Epiblast derived stem cells (EpiSC) 

cells can be obtained from the late epiblast layer of post-implantation mouse and rat embryos(64). 

Embryonic germ cells (EGCs) have been derived from primordial germ cells of the mid-gestation 

embryo(65). Multipotent germline stem cells(mGSCs) have been derived in 2006 from explanted 

testicular cells of mice(66). ECCs, ESCs, EpiSCs, EGCs and mGSCs are all pluripotent cells, but 

only ESCs can succeed in tetraploid embryo complementation. Therefore they are considered as 

the most pluripotent cells. Of course they’re also the cells that are surrounded by the most 

controversy because of ethical considerations. The other cell lines all induce pluripotency after 

cellular fusion with somatic cells (67, 68), which proves they exhibit dominant and transferable 

pluripotency factors. This makes them certainly very interesting for research purposes, without 

the ethical considerations of ESC.  

Another principle that was vital for the development of IPSC technology, was reported in 1987 

(60): Introducing a skeletal muscle factor in fibroblasts with a retroviral vector, resulting in 

formation of myofibers in the fibroblasts. 

In 2006 Yamanaka and Takahashi were the first to obtain iPSC. It appeared so that these first 

generation iPSCs were only partially reprogrammed, for example they could not contribute to 

chimeras.  

Not long after, there were reports of successful derivation of iPSCs from fibroblasts of different 

species: Humans(69, 70), rats(70), rhesus monkeys(71). This showed that fundamental features of 

transcriptional machinery involving pluripotency remained unaltered during evolution. 

 

3.2 Protocols to derive ipsc /different strategies  

3.2.1 Retroviral vectors 

When Yamanaka and Takahashi started their ground breaking research, it was known that 

differentiated cells could be reprogrammed into pluripotent cells by nucleus transfer(59) or fusion 

with embryonic stem cells(67, 68). They also knew that transcription factors played a key role in 

controlling the cell fate, but they didn’t know which ones. Yamanaka and Takahashi selected 24 

factors based on the existing literature and came up with a elegant- screening method for factors 

that were presumably pluripotency-associated. The Fbx15 gene is specifically expressed in 
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murine ESC and early embryos. They speculated that it played a big role in the maintenance of 

pluripotency and they chose the activation of this gene as a marker that would allow to recognize 

successfully reprogrammed cells. Screening for FBx15 expression was made possible by inserting 

a G418(neomycin)-resistance gene, by homologous recombination, downstream of the Fbx15 

gene locus. G418 is an antibiotic that blocks polypeptide synthesis. By adding G418 to the culture 

mediums, only cell populations with activated Fbx15 locus could proliferate, and that way, they 

could be easily selected. They observed that introducing all the 24 factors with retroviral vectors, 

resulted in expression of the pluripotency locus Fbx15. By omitting each factor individually, 10 

factors were identified whose individual withdrawal led to the absence of colony formation. 

When used together, these 10 factors resulted in greater numbers of ESC- like colonies than 

observed using the 24 factors combined. Again the effect of withdrawal of individual factors was 

observed. Now 4 factors appeared indispensable to obtain ESC-like colonies. This way 4 of the 

24 candidate transcription factors were withheld as essential for induction of pluripotency.. They 

came up with Oct3/4, Sox2, c-Myc and Klf4. Using these 4 factors under ESC culturing 

conditions, they were able to induce pluripotency in murine embryonic and adult fibroblasts. The 

pluripotent cells that were obtained expressed markers of pluripotent stem cells like Nanog and 

SSEA-1 and teratoma formation occurred after subcutaneous transplantation. Upon blastocyst 

injection, they contributed to all three germ layers. However, they also showed low levels of 

several pluripotency genes in comparison with ESC and also incomplete demethylisation of ESC 

regulators like Oct4. They also failed the most stringent pluripotency test: Chimera formation. 

Takahashi and Yamanaka concluded that the iPSCs obtained in their research were similar but not 

identical to ESC(8). 

Soon after the publication of this research, other laboratories started reproducing the research and 

improving the protocols to obtain iPSCs. One of the improvements was replacing selection 

procedure from screening for the activation of the Fbx15 gene, that had been  proven not to be 

indispensable for the maintenance of pluripotency. Instead selection occurred based on the 

activation of Nanog(72-74) or Oct4(74). The iPSCs that resulted out of these adjustments 

resembled ESCs more closely both functionally and molecularly. And in contrast with the Fbx15-

iPSC, the Nanog-iPSC did successfully contribute to chimeric mice. In some of the obtained 

chimeric mouse populations, up to 20% developed tumors. This was attributed to the use of c-

Myc, therefore the researchers stated that the use of c-Myc must be avoided if the iPSCs are to be 

used in a clinical setting(73). 
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IPSC derivation is ethically and legally less problematic than the use of ESCs and technically 

more reliable than somatic cell nuclear transfer. However, in order to be an efficient research tool 

and ultimately become a viable clinical option, the first wave iPSC-generation protocols still 

needed a lot of technical tweaks: Mainly a more efficient factor delivery procedure and if possible 

integration-free iPSCs. Also the selection of only the completely reprogrammed iPSC colonies 

was desirable and of course the overall efficiency of iPSC generation needed to go up. 

Different tactics have been used to shuttle transcription factors into somatic cells. Different tactics 

lead up to varying reprogramming efficiencies and also influence the quality of the resulting 

iPSCs. 

The first studies on iPSC generation used retroviral vectors. That way c-Myc, Klf4, Oct4 and 

Sox2 were introduced by the stable integration of the vectors in genome of the host cell(8, 72-74). 

This method results often in partially reprogrammed iPSCs that remain dependent of exogenous 

factor expression. Consequently it is clear that this method fails in the consistent activation of the 

corresponding endogenous genes of the inserted vectors(8). Also the viral transgenes can have 

some residual activity or can be reactivated in iPSC-derived cells. This can lead to the formation 

of tumors in chimeric animals(73) and can interfere with the developmental potential of the iPSC-

derived cells(8). 

 

3.2.2 Lentiviral vectors 

Another tested strategy for delivering transgenes into a cell, is the use of an active lentiviral 

cassette vector which contains all 4 transcription factors. The advantage of this method is that 

fewer viral integrations are needed to reprogram the cell, which is considered safer. Also there are 

no cells that only receive one, two or three transcription factors, resulting in a more homogenous 

cell population with fewer partially reprogrammed cells. Another advantage is that lentiviral 

vectors are better at infecting different somatic cell types than retroviral vectors(75). Alas, in the 

teratomas generated by using lentiviral vectors, almost no differentiated cells were observed, in 

contrast with the control population of ESC. Also all the cells stained strongly for Oct4, which 

was not the case in the control population. This suggest that a differentiation block occurred due 

to continued expression the 4 transcription factors(76). 

 

3.2.3 Inducible lentiviral vectors / secondary reprogramming 

The problems accompanying lentiviral vectors no longer occurred when inducible lentiviral 

vectors were used. Their expression can be controlled by doxycycline, an inert drug. This method 
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reduces the risk of continued expression of the 4 transgenes. In addition in allows selection of 

fully reprogrammed cells, since the cells that depend on exogenous factor expression, can no 

longer proliferate in the absence of doxycycline(76). Because lentiviral vectors are more efficient 

at infecting different somatic cell types and can be used to carry polycistronic cassettes into cells, 

their use results in a higher reprogramming efficiency(75, 77). 

The use of inducible lentiviral vectors enables the use of secondary reprogramming systems(78, 

79). These systems do not rely on the direct factor transcription in target cells. Instead they 

generate an amount of iPSCs with doxycycline-inducible lentiviral vectors. Then the generated 

cells are differentiated into genetically homogenous somatic cells by either in vitro 

differentiation(78, 80) or blastocyst injection(79, 81). When sufficient numbers of somatic cells 

are propagated, the cells are cultured in media containing doxycycline. This triggers the 

formation of secondary iPSCs. The efficiencies that are reached depend on the cell type, but are 

mostly several orders higher than the efficiencies reached with primary infection. This strategy 

offers some very interesting research possibilities: It allows the comparison on a larger scale, of 

genetically matched iPSCs derived from different somatic cell types. This method also makes it 

possible to use huge numbers of genetically identical reprogrammed cells for biochemical 

studies.(82) 

 

3.2.4 Integration free iPSCs 

While the method that uses inducible lentiviral vectors is a powerful tool for research purposes, it 

is remains potentially dangerous in a therapeutic setting. Mainly the insertional mutagenesis and 

undesired transgene expression are feared. These considerations were a motivation to develop 

protocols to generate integration-free iPSCs. Several strategies were tried to circumvent the 

dangers involving vector integration. They can be divided into three major groups: The first 

group opted for vectors that do not integrate in the genome of the host cell, the second group used 

vectors that can be removed after integration and the third group didn’t use nucleic acid-based 

vectors at all. 

 

3.2.4.1 Non- integrating vectors  

The first integration-free iPSCs were generated using non-integrating adenoviral vectors to 

reprogram murine hepatocytes(83), reports of successful attempts on murine embryonic fibroblast 

with transfection by plasmids(84) were published at about the same time. These reports proved 

that integration is not needed in order to obtain iPSCs. Transient expression of the 4 transcription 
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factors suffices to induce pluripotency in somatic cells. Methods for obtaining iPSCs from human 

fibroblasts with the use of non-integrating vectors were: Adenoviral vectors(85), polycistronic 

mini-circle vectors(86), sendai virus vectors(87) and self-replicating episomal vectors(88) It must 

be noted that in the latter, the 4 traditional transcription factors did not suffice: Additional 

transcription factors Lin28, Nanog and SV40LT were needed to induce pluripotency. The current 

reprogramming efficiency of human fibroblast using non-integrating vectors is low. It is several 

orders of magnitude lower than the efficiency of the integrating viral vector methods. The cause 

of this big difference is probably the factor expression that is not maintained for a sufficient 

amount of time when using non-integrating vectors. The efficiency can go up by trying to 

reprogram other cell types, since different cell types have different reprogramming 

efficiencies(89). Another way to improve efficiency is the use of chemical compounds, also 

known as small molecules, as discussed below in the section about small molecules. 

 

3.2.4.2 Removable integrating vectors 

The low efficiencies of the non-integrating vector methods encouraged laboratories to develop the 

second group of protocols: Protocols using integration-depend vectors that can be removed after 

induction of pluripotency. These protocols either use Cre-Lox recombination technology or 

Piggybac technology. Cre-Lox is a site-specific recombinase technology. It uses a single 

recombinase enzyme that targets specific short sequences called Loxp sites. Loxp sites are placed 

at the beginning and the end of the vector, a plasmid carrying the 4 traditional transcription 

factors. The vector is the inserted and integrates in the genome of the host cell. Cre-recombinase 

is brought into the cell by transient transfection. Thereafter, deletion of the double stranded DNA 

sequence in between the Loxp sites occurs, removing the vector. The reprogramming efficiency 

of this method is approximately 2.5%(90). This is of course a large improvement compared to the 

0.1% that is reached with the early viral vector methods(72-74) and is comparable to the 

efficiency rates of the secondary iPSC using inducible lentiviral vectors (efficiencies ranging 

between 1 and 4%)(78, 79). 

Piggybac technology involves inverted terminal repeats flanking the transgene region containing 

the 4 Yamanaka factors. Terminal repeats are recognition sites for a cut and paste enzyme: 

transposase. The transposase enzyme is transiently expressed to catalyze insertion of the 

transgene. This will induce pluripotency in the target cell. When the cell is successfully 

reprogrammed,  the transposase is also used  for the excision of the transgenes. This method has 

proven to leave no transgenes in the host genome(81, 91). 
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3.2.4.3 Methods not using viral vectors or plasmids 

Another group of methods does not use plasmids or viral vector at all. These methods use cell 

permeable proteins (CPP) (92-94), synthetic mRNA(95) or human artificial chromosomes(96), to 

induce pluripotency. 

 

3.2.4.3.1 Cell permeable proteins 

 How the pluripotency-inducing proteins were obtained, is different in various reports. IPSC were 

successfully generated by reprogramming murine embryonic fibroblasts using recombinant 

proteins. Proteins were delivered into cells by using poly-arginine as cell-penetrating 

peptide(CPP). Cell permeable proteins were generated by fusing the poly-arginine peptide to the 

c-terminal end of 4 reprogramming factors: c-Myc, Oct4, Klf4 and Sox2. E. coli was used to 

express them. Thereafter they were solubilized, refolded and purified(94). Another publication 

describes the use of ESC-derived proteins to induce pluripotency in somatic cells(93). In this 

publicaiton it was reported that a single transfer of ESC-derived proteins was enough to induce 

pluripotency in cultured adult murine fibroblasts. This way, prolonged exposure to cell altering 

compounds, repeated transfer of factors or forced expression of ectopic transgenes, was avoided. 

Another report describes the use of proteins derived from genetically engineered cells(93). They 

engineered a stable cell line (HEK293) that expressed each of the reprogramming factors Oct4, 

Klf4, C-Myc and Sox2, fused with a 9r poly-arginene CPP protein. Human newborn fibroblast 

were than treated with the reprogramming proteins. It was observed within 8 hours, that the 

recombinant reprogramming proteins translocated to the nucleus. It was observed that a single 

transfer of these proteins was not sufficient to generate pluripotent stem cells. In order to do that, 

repeated protein treatment cycles were needed. A cycle consists of alternating 16 hours of protein 

treatment and 6 days of incubation. After 6 cycles, colonies were observed that had an ESC-like 

morphology. These colonies were hand-picked and then transferred onto murine embryonic 

fibroblasts in an ESC culture medium, where they were cultured for a week. The cells that 

resulted from this procedure passed several pluripotency tests(92). It must be noted that the 

efficiency of methods using proteins to induce pluripotency is very low: around 0.001%.  

 

3.2.4.3.2 Synthetic modified mRNA 

Another viral vector- or plasmid-free method proved to be more efficient: Synthetic modified 

mRNA. In addition, synthetic mRNA can also be used for the differentiation of the RNA-induced 

pluripotent stem cells(95). Modified mRNA molecules were delivered into the cell by 
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complexing them with a cationic vehicle. This facilitates uptake by endocytosis. The mRNA 

molecules used in this report had to be modified in order to overcome innate antiviral immune 

responses. This is of course needed because exogenous single-stranded RNA activates cellular 

defense mechanisms through interferon and NF-κB pathways. Several modifications were applied 

to attenuate the cellular response. Modified ribonucleoside bases were incorporated .The RNA 

was treated with a phosphatase (this removes phosphate groups from its substrate). Also a virus 

decoy receptor for interferon was added to the culture medium, in order to reduce the self-priming 

of the defense mechanism through a positive-feedback loop. These 3 interventions allowed for a 

high cell viability and a high level of protein expression. Also important was that protein 

expression correlated with the administered dose of mRNA. The highest conversion efficiency 

reached with this protocol was 4,4%. This was achieved by using 5 reprogramming factors (the 4 

classical + Lin28) in a low oxygen(5%) culture. In order to compare this method to the classic 

retroviral method, reprogramming was performed under usual culture conditions using only 4 

factors. Reprogramming was performed using retroviral vectors and modified mRNA. This 

resulted in an efficiency of 0.4% when retroviral vectors were used and an efficiency of 1.4% 

when mRNA was used. .In addition, the kinetics of conversion using mRNA were nearly twice as 

fast compared to classic retroviral conversion.  

 

3.2.4.3.3 Human artificial chromosome vectors  

IPSC were also successfully generated using human artificial chromosome vectors (HAC 

vectors). HAC vectors have several characteristics that make them a favorable choice for 

pluripotency induction. Their carrying capacity is almost unlimited, they display autonomous 

maintenance through cell division independent from the host genome and HAC vectors are 

spontaneously lost at low frequencies every passaging.  

The HAC vectors that were used for induction of pluripotency carried several transgenes: a CAG-

promoter region, a p53 knockdown cassette, herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (a suicide 

gene) and 2 copies of a polycistronic reprogramming cassette carrying Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-

Myc and an extra copy of Oct4. Also the transgene encoding enhanced green fluorescent protein 

(EGFP) was added to monitor which cells had spontaneously lost the HAC vector. The p53 

knockdown cassette was added because reprogramming is more efficient when the p53 pathway 

is suppressed. The herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase served as a safeguard: This way all the 

derived iPSCs and afterwards differentiated cells could be killed by ganciclovir if necessary . 

This safeguard was incorporated anticipating unexpected events like tumorigenesis. The used 
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transgene cassettes were introduced into the HAC vectors using the previously mentioned Cre-

LoxP system. The HAC vectors were transferred from Chinese hamster ovary cells (serving as 

donor cells) by microcell-mediated chromosome transfer (MMCT) to murine embryonic 

fibroblasts. On day 12 after MMCT,  the colonies that  showed ESC-like characteristics were 

selected. The colonies that passed pluripotency tests and were deemed iPSCs were further 

cultured. Thereafter HAC vector-free iPSCs were selected by isolating the EFGP-negative clones. 

The selected cells showed ESC-like expression patterns of the endogenous reprogramming 

factors after culturing in addition to a normal karyotype(96). This method reached an efficiency 

of 0.001%, mainly because of the low efficiency of MMCT(approximately 10-5). Remarkably, 

62% of the cells infected with HAC vectors developed an ESC-like morphology. A major 

advantage of this method is the homogenous expression level of the transgenes in HAC vector-

infected cells. The uniformity in transgene expression is a major asset in the generation of iPSCs. 

Because of this, HAC based reprogramming is expected to be more useful for generating 

homogenous iPSC clones, than the classic methods using viral vectors(97).  

 

3.3 Comparison with embryonic stem cells 

ESCs and iPSCs have a different origin, yet they are very similar. They have very similar 

molecular profiles. What is even more important is their functional similarity: They have 

comparable results in a lot of differentiation assays, both in vitro and in vivo. They both pass the 

most stringent pluripotency assessment test in mice: contribution to chimeras(98). 

However,  iPSCs are less likely to contribute to chimeras than ESCs and more tumor formation 

occurs when iPSCs are used(99). Other properties that distinguish them from each other are their 

transcriptome and their epigenome. It has also been observed that iPSCs have unique gene 

signatures. This is caused by the reprogramming factors that can bind different promoter 

sequences. In addition, small differences between the DNA methylation patterns of ESCs and 

iPSCs  have been discovered. However it has not been proven that these small differences are 

responsible for different outcomes of in vivo experiments(98) 

 

4 Difficulties with pluripotent stem cells  

in this section the term “pluripotent stem cells” refer to iPSCs and ESCs  

4.1 Ethical problems 

Ethical problems surrounding the use of pluripotent stem cells apply to both the use of human 

ESCs and the use of human iPSCs. However the ethical objections involving ESCs and iPSCs are 
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of a different nature. Questions surrounding ESCs mainly concern the origin of used cells: a 

human embryo. The main concern about iPSCs is their origin but their destination: They can be 

used to try to accomplish questionable goals. 

Ethics is not an exact science: There is no ready-made solution for the problem.Intuition plays a 

big role in the discussion whether the use of hESCs is defendable or not. The core of the 

discussion surrounding the use of embryonic stem cells is the same as the question that is asked in 

response of many publications: Does the end justify the means? In this case the end is the promise 

of countless clinical applications and insight in several pathways of cell fate and function, which 

could potentially contribute immensely to reducing human suffering. Few people will reason that 

this is an unworthy cause. The means is using an embryo. An embryo that cannot become 

individual because of the research. There is also debate whether the embryo already is an 

individual at that stage. This is of course important, because a positive answer to this question 

implies that using hESC for research is murder. Research that provides an answer to that question 

does not exist. Therefore people have to rely on their moral intuition to find an answer. Some 

people turn to religious texts or leaders to provide them with an answer. For research, only 

backup embryos obtained after IVF or suboptimal embryos obtained after IVF are used. Even if 

the embryo is considered a person at that moment, this specific embryo/person, would have never 

had the chance to have a life No matter if people are supporting the use of hESC or they are 

against it, it remains based on personal intuition. Despite the obvious potential of hESC to reduce 

human suffering, there are people who find the idea of using human embryos offensive. ESC 

should only be used if there aren’t alternatives available to get the same result(100-102). 

The ethical objections against ESCs, do not apply against iPSCs. That does not mean iPSCs are 

completely free of ethical objections: Only a week after Yamanaka and Takahashi presented their 

ground breaking results, Yamanaka told Nature: “We are presenting new ethical issues, maybe 

worse ones, because many people can do this — and without telling anybody.”(103). 

This means, that one of the greatest advantages of the technology: The easy accessibility, is also a  

potential issue. They feared that researchers would attempt to use iPSCs to obtain eggs and 

sperm, which could be used in an IVF procedure. Gametes derived this way could be used for 

infertility treatment. Producing eggs from male iPSCs would allow a gay couple to have offspring 

between them, a theme that is sensitive in a lot of places in the world. In addition, these 

procedures would raise a lot of safety concerns and rightfully so . Human cloning might also be 

attempted by shady researchers. Both the fertility treatment and the cloning would fail with the 

current state of the technology. Due to the rapid improvement of the field, ethically questionable 
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experiments might be hard to monitor. According to Yamanaka, it is up to society, not scientist to 

deal with the challenges that iPSCs present(103).  

 

4.2 Risks involved in the use of stem cell-based medicinal products. 

Many risk factors influence the risks involved with stem cell therapy. An adequate risk 

assessment includes both the identified risks (risk that have been observed in previously 

conducted research) and the theoretical risks (safety concerns that have not been observed in 

previously conducted research)(4).  

 

4.2.1 Carcinogenesis 

Stem cells have some characteristic in common with cancer cells: A long life span, a certain 

amount of resistance to apoptosis and the potential to proliferate extensively. In addition, the 

regulators and control mechanisms involved in stem cell maintenance are similar to those 

involved in cancer. Knowing this, it is a small step to assume that stem cells are prime candidates 

for malignant transformation(104). Because of this, tumor formation is often seen as one of the 

biggest obstacles impeding safe stem cell application. A report that was published in 2009, 

describes the occurrence of a donor-derived brain tumor in a patient treated with neural stem 

cells. This case report proves that carcinogenesis following stem cell transplantation is not just a 

theoretical risk(105).  

Teratoma formation, a specific form of carcinogens, should also be mentioned amongst the 

possible risks of using pluripotent stem cells since it is one of the hallmarks of pluripotency. 

Pluripotent stem cells have demonstrated in animal models that their administration can result in 

both benign and malignant teratoma formation. (73, 106).  

Of course, the tumorigenic potential of stem cells does not only depend on the potency of the 

stem cells. Many risk factors are involved in carcinogenesis. The most important ones will be 

discussed below. 

 

4.2.1.1 Site of administration 

 Research has shown that the site of administration has an influence on the frequency of tumor 

occurrence(107).  
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4.2.1.2 Host-dependency of carcinogenesis  

In addition it was clear that tumor formation upon mESC administration depends not only on the 

site of administration, but is also host dependent(106). This host dependency does not only refer 

to genetic differences between specimens, the species of the host also is a very important factor. 

When the pluripotency of human pluripotent cells is assessed, it is of course not ethically feasible 

to use humans as test subjects. Therefore, immune deficient mice are often used to assess the 

pluripotency through teratoma formation. This xenotransplantation does not result in the same 

tumorigenicty as would allotransplantation do. This is illustrated by an experiment that included 

transplantation of mESCs into the brain of both mice and rats. The formation of highly malignant 

teratocarcinomas at the site of injection was observed in mice. In rats, het mESC migrated away 

from the site of injection to ischemic parts of the brain and differentiated into neurons(108). 

Similar observation were reported involving human ESCs. In order to test this, human fetal tissue 

was engrafted into SCID mice. When human ESCs are injected into human fetal tissue, the 

resulting tumors are a lot more aggressive, than the tumors resulting from injection into murine 

tissue(106). These findings raise some serious concerns about the safety of clinical trials. 

Preclinical animal models would indicate that a therapy is effective and safe. It would be 

dangerous to advance to clinical trials based on the outcome of xenologous experiments.  

 

4.2.1.3 In vitro culturing 

In order to reduce the risk of tumorigenesis, the pluripotent stem cells must be differentiated 

before they can be administered. Although it reduces the risks, in vitro culture itself is also 

regarded as a tumorigenetic risk factor. This was suggested by research that compared the 

tumorigenicity of cultured embryonic stem cells to the tumorigenicity of cells derived from the 

inner cell mass of early blastocysts. The cultured embryonic stem cells have clearly a bigger 

tumorigenitic potential. The researchers proposed the in vitro culturing as the cause of this(109). 

When cells are cultured, their characteristics change due to several intracellular and extracellular 

influences. The longer the cells are cultured, the bigger the risk. This is because every time the 

cell divides, there is a small chance that a mutation occurs. Prolonged cell culture results in loss 

of heterozygosity(110). The definition of loss of heterozygosity is: “Loss of a normal allele from 

a region of one chromosome of a pair, allowing a defective allele on the homologous 

chromosome to be clinically manifest. A feature of many tumors due to mutation in a tumor-

suppressor gene.”(111) In addition, changes in the copy number of certain regions of the genome 
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have been reported(110). Theoretically, these changes may result in an increase of 

tumorigenicity. 

 

4.2.1.4 Genetic modifications 

In order to generate iPSCs, genetic modification or reprogramming is required. Depending on the 

protocol this is accompanied be several risk factors. A lot of iPSC derivation protocols use 

retroviral or lentiviral vectors. These vectors integrate in the genome of the host cell. In order to 

raise the efficiency, huge numbers of vectors are administered. As a result, it is possible that the 

host genome may contain several viral integration sites. When these integration sites activate 

oncogenes, malignant transformation might occur. Another factor is involved when lentiviral or 

retroviral vectors are used: transgene reactivation. Especially the reactivation of the c-Myc 

reprogramming factors may result in tumor formation. This has been illustrated be an article that 

reported the generation of germline competent chimeric mice out of iPSCs. The iPSCs were 

generated by reprogramming fibroblast with factors carried by retroviral vectors. In this 

experiment, 20% of the offspring developed tumors. The tumor formation was attributed to c-

Myc reactivation(73). This illustrated clearly that in order to use iPSCs in a clinical setting, 

retroviral vectors must be avoided. 

As discussed above in the section about iPSC generation, several integration-free methods have 

been developed, to avoid the risk of tumorigenesis.  Even in the absence of integrating factors, 

plasmid fragments may integrate into the host’s genome or chemical compounds like small 

molecules can cause chemical induced mutation. (112).  

 

4.2.1.5 Epigenetic changes 

Induction of pluripotency in somatic cells is associated with epigenetic changes. Epigenetic 

changes of a cell could potential influence the tumorigenicity, by for example changing the 

expression of tumor suppressor genes or oncogenes. There is not enough data on this topic to 

evaluate this properly. Further research is needed.  

 

4.2.2 Immune response 

Clinical applications of pluripotent stem cells, would include allotransplantation of ESC- or 

iPSC-derived cells or autotransplantation of iPSC-derived cells. When tissue or cells are 

transplanted, the immune response of the recipient is of key importance. Since ESCs are 

allogeneic and iPSCs ideally are autologous, it was expected by a lot of researchers that ESCs 
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would provide a bigger problem than iPSCs concerning rejection. However, recent studies have 

shown that this assumption might have been premature.  

 

4.2.2.1 Immune responses to ESCs and ESC-derived cells 

In a study that investigated the immunogenicity of ESCs, the transplantation of allogeneic ESC in 

murine hearts resulted in cardiac teratomas. After a few weeks they were rejected. This was 

accompanied by an upregulation of MHC I and II and an increased inflammation(113). This 

proves that transplantation of allogeneic ESC is not immunologically tolerated. However, both 

ESCs and differentiated ESCs appear to be immune-privileged compared to the homologous adult 

cells. This privilege status is due to their low immune-stimulatory potential, which makes them 

less susceptible to rejection.(114). Moreover, it has been reported that ESCs inhibit antigen 

presenting cells in vitro and benefit the survival of allografts in vivo(115). 

This might mean that allotransplantation of ESC derived cells requires only reduced immune 

suppression. However conclusions regarding this subject would be premature.   

Special caution is recommended when the cells are administered at non physiologic sites, this 

may influence the immunogenicity of the cells and render the outcome unpredictable(4). Immune 

recognition is mainly relevant when non-autologous ESCs are used. In clinical application, this 

will be the case almost every time. HLA-matching of donor and recipient diminishes the risk of 

rejection. This might not always be possible and therefore other solutions are desirable. The use 

of immune suppressing drugs is another solution, but it is not ideal because the drugs have to be 

taken life-long and can have serious side-effects. The banking of ESC has also been suggested, 

but this might not be financially feasible.   

 

4.2.2.1 Immune responses to iPSCs and iPSC-derived cells 

Many researchers hoped that iPSCs would be the answer to the problem of ESCs concerning 

immunogenicity. Because it appeared that they would eventually be able to replace ESCs, but 

with the advantage of being autologous. However, a recent study reported on the immunogenicity 

of murine iPSCs after transplantation into syngenic mice(116). Before this study, it was expected 

that iPSC-derived differentiated cells could be used for cell-based therapies without the need for 

immune-suppression. This was merely an assumption, since the immunogenicity of iPSCs had 

not yet been thoroughly researched. The results of the study showed that an immunologic 

response to iPSC-injection did occur, even in syngenic mice(117). In this study the researchers 

performed an iPSC autotransplantation, an ESC autotransplantation and an ESC 
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allotransplantation. IPSCs generated by retroviral vectors (viPSC) as well as iPSCs generated by 

a episomal method (eiPSC) were used. As expected, the ESC-transplantation into isogenic mice 

resulted in a high (97%) teratoma formation rate, indicating no immune rejection. The non-

syngenic ESCs did not result teratoma formation, indication complete immune rejection. 

Surprisingly, a significantly lower percentage (67%) of the transplanted isogenic viPSCs resulted 

in teratoma formation. In addition, all the these teratomas showed T-cell infiltration. The authors 

of this article suggested that the immune rejection was due to forced ectopic expression of Oct3/4. 

This suggestion is confirmed by a study that shows that in more than 80% of healthy donors, 

Oct3/4 protein-specific T-cells can be detected in freshly donated peripheral blood samples(118). 

Forced ectopic expression of Oct4 is normally avoided with eiPScs. The tumor formation rate of 

eiPSC was 84%, but T-cell infiltration was observed in more of 50% of the resulting tumors. 

Some tumors even regressed in the observation period. After investigation, 3 genes were 

discerned that were commonly expressed in the regressed teratomas and proved to interfere with 

teratoma formation. In order to confirm that the rejection was T-cell mediated, the researchers 

used CD4- and CD8- mice. No tumor rejection was observed in both viPSCs and eiPSCs, 

confirming that the tumor rejection is indeed T-cell meditated(117). This study might have great 

repercussions for the clinical applications of iPSCs, but it is not sufficient to sound the alarm and 

write off iPSCs: Further research is needed to confirm these results. It must also be noted that this 

study used undifferentiated iPSCs and ESCs, something that would be unlikely to occur in 

clinical practice. Therefore, the immunogenicity of iPSC-derived differentiated cells should be 

extensively  investigated.    

 

4.2.3 Transmission of adventitious agents 

Transmission of pathogens is a concern that applies to all cell-based therapies. Naturally stem 

cell-based therapies are no exception. Prion, viral and microbial infection is not exclusively a risk 

in allotransplantation. It also possible when autologous cell need to be cultured before 

application. Special attention has to be paid to ESCs that originally were obtained for research 

purposes, but subsequently are to be used for clinical purposes. ESCs that are cultured for 

research purposes are often cultured in a medium containing fetal bovine serum. For clinical 

application, it would be safer to use serum from recipient himself. However, this also has 

disadvantages: Serum derived from older individual has been reported to negatively influence the 

differentiation and proliferation of MSCs(4). This might also apply for pluripotent stem cells.  
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Although progress has been made in xeno-free and feeder-free cell culturing, feeder cells are still 

needed in some parts of the protocols. Reported xeno-free culturing of both ESCs and iPSCs 

involves using human feeder cells(97, 119). This still hold a risk of pathogen transfer. Another 

study reports an autologous feeder-free system to culture ESCs. This protocol uses human 

decellularized extracellular matrix along xeno-free serum replacement (SR-XF), to culture ESCs. 

This might be a safer way for long term culture of undifferentiated ESCs. It must be noted that in 

this report, feeder cells were still needed to establish the ESC cell-line: The protocol used 

mitotically inactivated human foreskin fibroblast to plate the inner cell mass on(57). In addition, 

this hasn’t been reported to be successful with iPSCs. Summarized, this means great progress has 

been made in the xeno-free, serum-free and feeder-free culturing of ESCs and iPSCs, but the 

current available protocols aren’t ideal yet. In the search for safe defined factors to culture 

pluripotent stem cells, small molecules might be the solution, or at least a part of the it. This will 

be discussed in the section about small molecules. 

 

4.2.4 Dedifferentiation 

There is no data available on unwanted differentiation or dedifferentiation in ESCs and iPScs.  

However, dedifferentiation or transformation of adult somatic cells into another cell type has been 

reported(120, 121), so theoretically this can also happen to ESC or iPSC-derived adult cells. 

Unwanted differentiation has been reported in MSC research(122). In this report ossification 

occurred instead of differentiation into cardiomyocytes after injections of MSCs. Although 

comparable problems for pluripotent stem cells are theoretically possible, it is very unlikely that 

undifferentiated pluripotent stem cells will be administered in a clinical context. There is not 

enough data to state whether unwanted differentiation is merely a theoretical risk or a real threat 

in the clinical application of pluripotent stem cells.  
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4.3 low efficiency 

Table 1: iPSCs derived from different somatic cells, using varying reprogramming factors(123). 
Germ layer Cell type factors efficiency reference 

MS Fibroblasts OKSM 0.02% (69) 

 Fibroblasts OSLN 0.02% (124) 

 Fibroblasts OKS 0.002% (125) 

 Mobilized peripheral blood OKSM 0.01% (126) 

 Cord blood endothelial cells OSLN <0.01% (127) 

 cord blood stem cells OS <0.01% (128) 

 Adipose-derived stem cells OKSM 0.5% (129) 

 Adipose-derived stem cells OKS <0.1% (130) 

EN Hepatocytes OKSM 0.1% (131) 

EC Neural stem cells O 0.004% (132) 

EX Amniotic  fluid-derived  cells OKSM 0.05-1.5% (133) 

Minimum criteria of listed references: teratoma formation  
iPSCs generated with chemicals or by using more than 4 factors are not included 
(MS) mesoderm, (EN) endoderm, (EC) ectoderm,(EX) extraembryonic. 
(O) Oct4, (K) Klf4, (S) Sox2, (M) c-Myc, (L) Lin28. 
Only the content that was relevant to this dissertation was adapted from(123) 
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Table 2 factor delivery methods for iPSC derivation 
Vector type Cell types Efficiency reference 

Integrating, retroviral vectors Fibroblasts 

Neural stem cells 

Liver cells 

Keratinocytes 

Amniotic cells 

Blood cells 

Adipose cells  

~0.001-0.5% (123) 

Integrating, lentiviral vectors Fibroblasts 

Keratinocytes 

~0.1-1%* (75, 76) 

Integrating, inducible lentiviral vectors Fibroblasts 

Beta cells 

Keratinocytes 

Blood cells 

melanocytes 

~0.1-1%* (78-81) 

Removable, piggybac transposon  fibroblasts ~0.1% (81, 91) 

Removable, Cre-Loxp fibroblasts ~0.1-1%* (90) 

Non-integrating, adenoviral Fibroblasts 

Liver cells 

0.001% (83) 

Non-integrating, plasmid Fibroblasts ~0.001% (84) 

DNA-free, cell permeable proteins fibroblasts ~0.001% (94) 

DNA-free,  synthetic modified mRNA fibroblasts ~1.4% (95) 

human artificial chromosome vectors Murine embryonic 

fibroblasts 

~0.001% (96) 

*1 percent efficiency can be achieved when using concentrated lentiviral vectors that encode all 
translation factors on a single polycistronic cassette.  
The protocols summarized in this table were successfully performed in at least human and mice, 
except for the protocol using synthetic modified mRNA, which has only been reported 
reprogramming human cells(123), and the protocol using human artificial chromosome vectors, 
which has only been reported reprogramming murine cells(96).  
 

High reprogramming efficiency is one of the requirements that need to be met, if the iPSC-

technology is ever to be used in a clinical setting.  
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From both table 1 and table 2, it is clear that high efficiency reprogramming has not yet been 

achieved, using only reprogramming vectors. Efficiencies of integrating protocols are low but 

acceptable. However,  the risks involving these methods are not. The integration-free methods 

hold fewer risks, but have very low efficiencies. In addition of using other cell types to be 

reprogrammed, small molecules can be used to achieve a higher efficiency for these methods. 

This will be discussed more thoroughly in the section about small molecules.    

 

4.4 High cost 

The generation of patient-specific cells with the current technology, would be tremendously 

expensive. It is estimated that it would cost several times more than the currently used patient-

specific skin grafts (US$100,000). With the current technology it would take more than a year to 

yield those cells, making them unsuited for disorders requiring acute treatment.  

A possible solution is to create a library of iPSCs that contains a limited amount of well-chosen 

cell lines. It is estimated that 50 well-chosen cell lines could provide close immunological 

matches for about 90% of the general population. People who would need urgent treatment could 

use the best immunologic match in combination with limited immunosuppression(103). This is 

not an ideal solution. Improvement of the current technology must be awaited, to make it 

affordable and accessible for everyone.  

 

5 Small molecules 

5.1 Definition 

Definition according to Wikipedia: “In the fields of pharmacology and biochemistry, a small 

molecule is a low molecular weight organic compound which is by definition not a polymer. The 

term small molecule, especially within the field of pharmacology, is usually restricted to a 

molecule that also binds with high affinity to a biopolymer such as protein, nucleic acid, or 

polysaccharide and in addition alters the activity or function of the biopolymer. The upper 

molecular weight limit for a small molecule is approximately 800 Daltons which allows for the 

possibility to rapidly diffuse across cell membranes so that they can reach intracellular sites of 

action.” (134) 

 

5.2 Screening for new small molecules  

The 2 most used approaches to find new small molecules with biologic relevance are: the target-

based approach, which is hypothesis-driven and the phenotype based approach, which is 
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discovery-driven. Both the approaches use small molecules libraries as a tool to generate new 

relevant small molecules.(135) 

 

5.2.1 Small molecule libraries  

According to NCBI’s MeSH the definition of a small molecule library is : “Large collections of 

small molecules (molecular weight about 600 or less), of similar or diverse nature which are used 

for high-throughput screening analysis of the gene function, protein interaction, cellular 

processing, biochemical pathways, or other chemical interactions.” Year introduced: 2008(136). 

The extent to which small molecules can contribute to controlling stem cell fate and 

understanding the mechanics behind it, is mainly dependent on the quality of those libraries. 

Modern small molecule libraries can contain millions of molecules(137). However, “the bigger 

the better” does not always apply. Because of the immense size of chemical space, big libraries 

containing random molecules would have virtually no chance of yielding small molecules of 

interest. The chemical space is the theoretical collection that contains all existing molecules. The 

subset of organic molecules below 500 Da, is believed to count approximately 1060 small 

molecules(138). Thus when a library is generated, biological fitness is at least as important as 

sheer size or variability. The fitness of the library is the proportion of molecules in the library that 

has the wanted properties. This can be for example, molecule binding, influence on the phenotype 

of  a cell, pathway interaction etc. Assuming that only a limited amount of molecules exist that 

have those properties, the fitness of the library is inversely correlated with the diversity and size 

of the library. The lower the fitness level of library, the more technically challenging it becomes 

to identify the relevant small molecules. An approach that is often used to achieve high fitness 

levels is the combinatorial scaffold approach. This approach uses known biological recognition 

motifs as a framework. Upon this framework, diversity elements can be placed. This way large 

libraries can be generated which combine fitness and diversity. These libraries, combined with 

high-throughput screening and phenotypic assays, are powerful tools to discover small molecules 

of interest(135).  

 

5.2.2 Target-based approach 

The target-based approach uses known small molecules to analyze their effects in stem cell 

biology. The mechanistic insights that are gained this way, are then used to discover new small 

molecules that effect the cell through the same mechanisms(135). For example, a certain small 

molecule is known to promote self-renewal in stem cells. The target based approach will 
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investigate the pathways through which this molecule effects the cell. When the molecule and 

pathways with which it interacts are identified, a small molecule library can be developed and 

screening for interaction with the identified target can be performed. The biggest limitation of this 

approach is that considerable knowledge is needed about the pathways that are involved. Which 

is not always available in stem cell biology. 

 

5.2.3 Phenotype-based approach  

The phenotype-based approach uses high-throughput screening assays. For these assays cells or 

whole organisms (mostly mice or rats) are used to identify the small molecules that cause the 

desired phenotypical changes. Afterwards the working mechanisms of the identified compounds 

are investigated. Given the rather limited understanding of stem cell biology that to tis day has 

been accumulated, unbiased phenothypic screens are a favorable approach to obtain desired cell 

types and small molecules. This approach plays an important role in the discovery of new small 

molecules. It is also a great instrument to gain insight in the mechanics that regulate cell 

fate(135). When small molecules that cause the wanted effect on cells are identified using 

phenotypic screens, their working mechanisms still need to be investigated. This is often done by 

a combination of affinity chromatography and gene expression assays. The affinity 

chromatography allows to identify the macromolecules that are targeted by the small molecules. 

The gene expression assay tells how small molecules influence the gene expression of cells. 

Taken together this provides a lot of information about the signaling pathways that are modified 

by the small molecules and are involved in the phenotypic changes that were observed(135).  

An interesting development in the phenotypic approach is the development of transgenic mice 

that express defined combinations of drug inducible reprogramming factors. To accomplish this, 

researchers used chimeric mice that were generated with iPSCs that were obtained by using 

inducible viral vectors carrying reprogramming factors. Only the chimeras that consistently 

transmitted the transgenes through germline, were selected. The selected chimeras were crossed 

with wild-type mice. In the resulting offspring, all possible combinations of reprogramming 

factors were observed. The mice carrying a single transcript of 3 different Yamanaka factors are 

of particular interest. Because all the cells obtained from such a mouse are genetically identical 

and express a combination of three doxycycline-inducible reprograming factors, they are valuable 

screening tools. They can be used in high-throughput screens for small molecules that in the 

presence of doxycycline can induce pluripotency. Small molecules that achieve this might be a 

viable replacement for the missing reprogramming factor(139). 
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5.3 Applications of small molecules involving pluripotent stem cells 

Small molecules have since long played an important role in the unraveling of the biology of 

many diseases and in the discovery of treatments. Their use in stem cell biology however, is 

relatively recent(140). There are several reasons why small molecules are  popular both as 

therapeutics and as research tools. First of all their properties that allow precise temporal and 

functional control in vivo: Their effects on biochemical level are specific, dose-dependent, rapid 

and reversible. In addition, they have logistical advantages compared to macromolecular drugs: 

Small molecules are easy to manufacture, store and administer(7).  

 

5.3.1 Small molecules and iPSCs 

Despite the progress that has been made since the groundbreaking publication by Yamanaka and 

Takahashi, there are still some major challenges that lie ahead. IPSCs generated with viral vectors 

are unsafe as discussed in the section about risks involved in the use of stem cell-based medicinal 

products. This makes their use in a clinical setting unacceptable. IPSCs derived with non-

integrating vectors avoid this problem. Unfortunately these methods are slow and achieve very 

low efficiencies. Small molecules may provide means to avoid this safety-efficiency trade-off. 

They could do this by both replacing the Yamanaka factors and raising the speed and efficiency 

of the reprogramming process. In addition they can facilitate the controlled differentiation of 

iPSCs into different somatic cell lines.  

 

5.3.1.1 Replacing reprogramming factors in iPSC generation  

The ultimate goal of iPSC research is to generate pluripotent stem cells using only chemical 

compounds. Ideally these theoretical cells are of higher quality and are generated with better 

kinetics and efficiency, than the current iPSCs. To help small molecules achieve this goal, cell 

lines that are more prone to reprogramming can be used to generate iPSCs. Some cell types are 

known to endogenously express some of the Yamanaka factors(141) 

There are 2 main groups of small molecules that enhance reprogramming: the first group has a 

global effect on cellular plasticity, the second group affects signaling pathways(7).The 

compounds with effect on the global plasticity of a cell are epigenetic modifiers. Examples of this 

are : valproic acid (a histone deacetylase inhibitor), RG108 (a DNA methyltransferase inhibitor) 

and parnate (a H3K4 histone demethylase inhibor). This has been illustrated by the observation 

that in human cells, low levels of naturally occurring butyrate (a histone deacetylase inhibitor) 
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greatly enhance iPSC derivation(142). The group of signaling molecules targets many different 

pathways and a lot of them not fully understood.   

Many studies report successful reprogramming without using all 4 the Yamanaka factors. The 

successful replacement of one or more transcription factors by small molecules, has been  due to 

both the use of small molecules and the use of cell that endogenously express reprogramming 

factors: reprogramming has been achieved without using c-myc(125), Sox2(143, 144), Klf 

4(145), c-Myc and Klf4(128, 146), Sox2 and c-Myc(147, 148), c-Myc, Klf4 and Sox2(132, 149). 

Oct4 appears to be the most difficult to replace: This is because it is the only Yamanaka factor 

that is not endogenously expressed in any somatic cell type. Despite this, Oct4 replacement has 

also been achieved(148).  

Since all 4 Yamanaka factors can be replaced individually by small molecules, the next challenge 

is to find a cocktail that can replace them simultaneously in an effective way. Considering the 

study that reports successful reprogramming using Oct4 and small molecules(149). And the 

report that states that Oct4 can be replaced by a small molecule combination(141), it seems as if 

chemical reprogramming might be accomplished somewhere in the near future. It must be noted 

that both the before mentioned studies used adult neural progenitor cells, these cell express the 

other 3 Yamanaka factors endogenously but are not easily accessible. Hair follicle dermal papilla 

cells might be a good alternative: They are easily accessible and Oct4 single-factor 

reprogramming has also been achieved using these cells(150).  

 

5.3.1.2 Raising efficiency of somatic cell reprogramming 

There are many reports about small molecules raising the efficiency of somatic cell 

reprogramming.(143, 144, 147, 148, 151-153). In these articles several pathways involved in the 

reprogramming process have been identified. The influence of these pathways on the 

reprogramming process, has been discovered by analyzing the targets of the small molecules that 

facilitated the reprogramming process. These signaling pathways are: Wnt-β-catenin(151), Mek-

Erk(153), calcium-cAMP(148), and TGFβ(143, 147) pathways.  Many of these small molecules 

are also able to replace one or more reprogramming factors in addition of raising the 

reprogramming efficiency.  

To help small molecules achieving higher reprogramming efficiencies, epithelial cell lines can be 

used: It has been reported that the reprogramming process includes a mesenchyme-to-epithelium 

transition. Epithelial cells do not need to go through this step and therefore seem to have an 

advantage in the reprogramming process. This is illustrated by a study that reports the 
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reprogramming of keratinocytes to be a 100-fold more efficient than fibroblast reprogramming 

using the same retroviral vectors(89).  

 

5.3.2 Small molecules and ESCs 

5.3.2.1 Maintenance of the pluripotent state of ESCs 

Maintenance of ESCs can be viewed as a combination of continued proliferation, inhibition of 

differentiation and inhibition of apoptosis(135). Small molecules have contributed greatly to 

elucidating the regulatory pathways of ESC maintenance. LIF and BMP4 have been used for long 

term maintenance of murine ESCs in serum-free and feeder-free conditions(48). LIF promotes the 

undifferentiated state by activating the JAK-STAT3 pathway, BMP4 promotes self-renewal by 

inhibiting the ERK and p38 MAPK pathways(BMP4 is a MEK inhibitor: MAPK/Erk kinase 

inhibitor). This working mechanism was confirmed by using map kinase inhibiting small 

molecules(135). Another small molecule that is often used in ESC maintenance is BIO, a 

glycogen synthase kinase-3 inhibitor. BIO was instrumental in proving that the Wnt-β-catenin 

pathway also promotes the self-renewal of murine ESCs(154). 

Pluripotin is a small molecule that allows long-term undifferentiated ESC propagation under 

chemically defined conditions, in the absence of feeder cells, serum and LIF. This small molecule 

was discovered by screening a library containing 50,000 small molecules for Oct4 expression and 

colony formation under feeder-, serum- and LIF-free conditions. Further investigation revealed 

that pluripotin effected ESC maintenance without involving the LIF-STAT, BMP4 or Wnt-β-

catenin pathways. Instead it inhibits RasGAP and Erk(155). Other studies with pluripotin suggest 

that the ability of self-renewal is inherent to ESCs and possibly other stem cell types. And that all 

gene-products needed for self-renewal are spontaneously present in ESCs. Consequently is would 

suffice to inhibit apoptosis- and differentiation-inducing pathways, in order to achieve long term 

maintenance of self-renewal. This would also mean that the LIF-STAT and Wnt-β-catenin are not 

essential for ESC maintenance. Through insight gained by analyzing the working mechanisms of 

the above described small molecules, researchers were able to discover other small molecules 

with effect on ESC maintenance(135).  

 

5.3.2.2 Controlled differentiation of ESCs  

The traditional way to differentiate ESCs into a certain pathway is through embryoid body 

formation. What follows is spontaneous differentiation, resulting in a heterogeneous mass that 

contains cells of the 3 germ layers. Cells of the desired phenotype must then be selected. This 
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method is not very efficient. Chemically-defined differentiation could be a better alternative: 

Small molecules would allow to use of chemically defined media and could complement the 

effects of growth factors and cytokines to accurately simulate the in vivo situation. Several 

advancements in the field of small molecule induced differentiation will be listed below: 

The small molecule stauprimide was observed to be a promoter of endodermal differentiation in 

synergy with defined extracellular signaling cues. When researchers probed for the working 

mechanisms of stauprimide, it became clear that it was an inhibitor of an upstream c-Myc 

transcription factor. So in fact it was a general destabilizer of the pluripotent state. It was 

concluded that this molecule was suited to prime stem cells for differentiation. This conclusion 

was confirmed when stauprimide showed that it was also a facilitator for mesodermal 

differentiation(156). 

Another study reports the discovery of 2 small molecules(IDE1, IDE2) that promote endodermal 

differentiation without the presence of extracellular signaling. However, their target remains 

unknown. The endodermal cells generated by IDE1 and IDE2, can be differentiated into 

pancreatic cells by administering the small molecule indolactamV(157). The signaling pathways 

activated by indolactamV and its target(protein kinase C activation), are relatively well known. 

This allowed a target-based approach to find small molecules with a similar effect(7). Multi-step 

screens led to the successful development of protocols that differentiate ESCs into neurons(158), 

cardiomyocytes(159) or pancreatic cells(160). 

A phenotype-based approach was used by study that investigated the processes that regulate 

neuronal differentiation in embryonic stem cells. A cell-based high-throughput screen lead to the 

discovery of TWS119, a 4,6-disubstituted pyrrolopyrimidine. It induces neurogenesis in murine 

ESCs. By showing that GSK3β (glycogen synthase kinase) was the target of TWS119, this study 

proved that GSK3β is involved in the neurogenic differentiation of ESCs(161).  

The above described advancements in the field of ESC differentiation, illustrate the important 

role of small molecules, not only in the directed differentiation of ESC, but also in the 

clarification of the mechanisms that control the cell fate of ESCs. The knowledge gained in this 

field can also be applied to the controlled differentiation of iPSCs, since ESCs and iPSCs are 

highly similar. 
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DISCUSSION 

The last years, many remarkable publications with promising results about the use of small 

molecules to improve iPSC and ESC-technology have been published. However, there are still 

many things that are not completely understood regarding pluripotent stem cell biology. 

Likewise, there is still much to be learned about the working mechanism through which small 

molecules affect pluripotent stem cells. Even though some small molecules are known to have a 

certain effect, it is not impossible that those same molecules have additional effects that have not 

yet been discovered. Therefore it is necessary that small molecules are studied until there working 

mechanisms are completely understood, and there are probably still  a lot of useful small 

molecules that need to be discovered. Technological advancements in screening methods, will 

without a doubt facilitate their discovery.  

Small molecules have already proven to be able to  improve iPSC and ESC-technology in every 

step of the way: They can improve reprogramming by replacing the integrating factors and raising 

efficiency, the culturing by influencing the maintenance of self-renewal and the stem cell niche,  

differentiation by thoroughly regulating the pathways that control stem cell fate. In addition, they 

provide means to investigate the mechanics that regulate stem cells.  

It must be noted that the field of induced pluripotent stem cells is still very young. Because of 

this, the improvements that are reported , are often big steps forward. Of course the more the 

technology is improved, the harder it becomes to find new things that improve it even more. 

Therefore caution is advised when creating huge expectations about the potential applications of 

this technology and the time frame in which these feats will be achieved. 

Chemically induced pluripotent stem cells would be the ultimate tools for regenerative cell- based 

therapy. Their discovery would allow iPSC generation in completely standardized conditions, 

opening the door for large scale manufacturing. Also it would lower the threshold of this already 

very accessible technology even more. This way it would catalyze further advancement in the 

field of pluripotent stem cell research. It is likely that ESC-research will falter when chemical 

reprogramming is achieved. 

Taken the above mentioned feats in account, it becomes clear that small molecules had a huge 

impact on the field of pluripotent stem cell research and will likely play an important role in 

future advancements and ultimately the clinical application of pluripotent stem cells. 
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